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AFETYAFETYAFETYAFETY DATADATADATADATA SHEETSHEETSHEETSHEET
ECTIONECTIONECTIONECTION RODUCTRODUCTRODUCTRODUCT ANDANDANDAND COMPANYCOMPANYCOMPANYCOMPANY IDENTIFICATIONIDENTIFICATIONIDENTIFICATIONIDENTIFICATION

RODUCTRODUCTRODUCTRODUCT
roductroductroductroduct Name:Name:Name:Name: LINEARLINEARLINEARLINEAR LOWLOWLOWLOW DENSITYDENSITYDENSITYDENSITY POLYETHYLENEPOLYETHYLENEPOLYETHYLENEPOLYETHYLENE ---- radesradesradesrades designateddesignateddesignateddesignated bybybyby LLLLLLLL orororor LLPLLPLLPLLP prefixprefixprefixprefix
roductroductroductroduct Description:Description:Description:Description: LDPE without polymer processing aid, see Section 16 for applicable grades.

ntendedntendedntendedntended Use:Use:Use:Use: oatings, xtrusion and moulding, ilm blowing

;;;;;;;;;;;;Normal;Normal;Normal;Normal;[Normal];[Normal];[Normal];[Normal];DATADATADATADATA VALUEVALUEVALUEVALUE Logo__1__GraphicLogo__1__GraphicLogo__1__GraphicLogo__1__Graphic NOTNOTNOTNOT FOUNDFOUNDFOUNDFOUND

OMPANYOMPANYOMPANYOMPANY IDENTIFICATIONIDENTIFICATIONIDENTIFICATIONIDENTIFICATION
upplier:upplier:upplier:upplier: xxonMobilxxonMobilxxonMobilxxonMobil ChemicalChemicalChemicalChemical AsiaAsiaAsiaAsia PacificPacificPacificPacific (Regn.(Regn.(Regn.(Regn. No.No.No.No. 52893724C)52893724C)52893724C)52893724C)

A Division Of ExxonMobil Asia Pacific Pte Ltd - Regn. No. 196800312N)
OLYOLEFINS
Harbour Front Place
06-00 Harbour Front Tower One 98633 ingapore

4444 HourHourHourHour EnvironmentalEnvironmentalEnvironmentalEnvironmental //// HealthHealthHealthHealth EmergencyEmergencyEmergencyEmergency
TelephoneTelephoneTelephoneTelephone

00-101-2201

upplierupplierupplierupplier GeneralGeneralGeneralGeneral ContactContactContactContact 65 6885 8339

ocalocalocalocal Contact:Contact:Contact:Contact:
ountryountryountryountry mergencymergencymergencymergency TelephoneTelephoneTelephoneTelephone NumberNumberNumberNumber
hina 001-204937
ong Kong 00-968-793
ndia 00-800-100-7141
apan 1-345209637
alaysia -800-815-308
epublic of Korea 0-308-13-2549
hailand 01-800-13-203-9987

hishishishis (M)SDS(M)SDS(M)SDS(M)SDS isisisis aaaa genericgenericgenericgeneric documentdocumentdocumentdocument withwithwithwith nononono countrycountrycountrycountry specificspecificspecificspecific informationinformationinformationinformation included.included.included.included.

ECTIONECTIONECTIONECTION AZARDSAZARDSAZARDSAZARDS IDENTIFICATIONIDENTIFICATIONIDENTIFICATIONIDENTIFICATION

his material is not hazardous according to UN GHS Criteria. lassification includes all GHS hazard classes. or hazard
categories with two cut-off/concentration limits, classification was based on the higher limit.

ther hazard information:

HYSICAL / CHEMICAL HAZARDS
WARNING: May form combustible dust concentrations in air (during processing/handling). Material can
accumulate static charges which may cause an ignition. Spilled pellets present a slipping hazard on hard
surfaces. Contact with hot material can cause thermal burns which may result in permanent damage.

EALTH HAZARDS
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If dust is generated, it could scratch the eyes and cause minor irritation to the respiratory tract. When heated,
the vapour/fumes given off may cause respiratory tract irritation.

NVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
o significant hazards.

ECTIONECTIONECTIONECTION OMPOSITIONOMPOSITIONOMPOSITIONOMPOSITION //// INFORMATIONINFORMATIONINFORMATIONINFORMATION ONONONON INGREDIENTSINGREDIENTSINGREDIENTSINGREDIENTS

This material is defined as a mixture.

NoNoNoNo HazardousHazardousHazardousHazardous Substance(s)Substance(s)Substance(s)Substance(s) orororor ComplexComplexComplexComplex Substance(s)Substance(s)Substance(s)Substance(s) requiredrequiredrequiredrequired forforforfor disclosure.disclosure.disclosure.disclosure.

OTE: The product may contain varying levels of additives such as slip and anti-blocking agents, antioxidants and
stabilisers.
ECTIONECTIONECTIONECTION IRSTIRSTIRSTIRST AIDAIDAIDAID MEASURESMEASURESMEASURESMEASURES

NHALATIONNHALATIONNHALATIONNHALATION
At ambient/normal handling temperatures, no adverse effects due to inhalation of dust are expected. In case of
adverse exposure to vapours and / or aerosols formed at elevated temperatures, immediately remove the
affected victim from exposure. Administer artificial respiration if breathing is stopped. Keep at rest.

KINKINKINKIN CONTACTCONTACTCONTACTCONTACT
For hot product: Immediately immerse in or flush affected area with large amounts of cold water to dissipate heat.
Cover with clean cotton sheeting or gauze and get prompt medical attention.

YEYEYEYE CONTACTCONTACTCONTACTCONTACT
Flush thoroughly with water. If irritation occurs, get medical assistance.

NGESTIONNGESTIONNGESTIONNGESTION
No adverse effects due to ingestion are expected.

CUTECUTECUTECUTE ANDANDANDAND DELAYEDDELAYEDDELAYEDDELAYED SYMPTOMS/EFFECTSSYMPTOMS/EFFECTSSYMPTOMS/EFFECTSSYMPTOMS/EFFECTS
ee Toxicological Section

ECTIONECTIONECTIONECTION IREIREIREIRE FIGHTINGFIGHTINGFIGHTINGFIGHTING MEASURESMEASURESMEASURESMEASURES

XTINGUISHINGXTINGUISHINGXTINGUISHINGXTINGUISHING MEDIAMEDIAMEDIAMEDIA
ppropriateppropriateppropriateppropriate ExtinguishingExtinguishingExtinguishingExtinguishing Media:Media:Media:Media: Use water fog, foam, dry chemical or carbon dioxide (CO2) to extinguish
flames.

nappropriatenappropriatenappropriatenappropriate ExtinguishingExtinguishingExtinguishingExtinguishing Media:Media:Media:Media: Straight streams of water

IREIREIREIRE FIGHTINGFIGHTINGFIGHTINGFIGHTING
ireireireire FightingFightingFightingFighting Instructions:Instructions:Instructions:Instructions: Assure an extended cooling down period to prevent re-ignition. Evacuate area.
Prevent run-off from fire control or dilution from entering streams, sewers or drinking water supply. Fire-fighters
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should use standard protective equipment and in enclosed spaces, self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA).
Use water spray to cool fire exposed surfaces and to protect personnel.

nusualnusualnusualnusual FireFireFireFire Hazards:Hazards:Hazards:Hazards: Explosion: Avoid generating dust; fine dust dispersed in air in sufficient concentration
and in the presence of an ignition source is a potential dust explosion hazard.

azardousazardousazardousazardous CombustionCombustionCombustionCombustion Products:Products:Products:Products: moke, Fume, ncomplete combustion products, xides of carbon, lammable
hydrocarbons

LAMMABILITYLAMMABILITYLAMMABILITYLAMMABILITY PROPERTIESPROPERTIESPROPERTIESPROPERTIES
lashlashlashlash PointPointPointPoint [ethod]:[ethod]:[ethod]:[ethod]: /A
lammablelammablelammablelammable LimitsLimitsLimitsLimits (pproximate(pproximate(pproximate(pproximate volumevolumevolumevolume %%%% inininin air):air):air):air): EL: /D EL: /D
utoignitionutoignitionutoignitionutoignition Temperature:Temperature:Temperature:Temperature: /A

ECTIONECTIONECTIONECTION CCIDENTALCCIDENTALCCIDENTALCCIDENTAL RELEASERELEASERELEASERELEASE MEASURESMEASURESMEASURESMEASURES

OTIFICATIONOTIFICATIONOTIFICATIONOTIFICATION PROCEDURESPROCEDURESPROCEDURESPROCEDURES
In the event of a spill or accidental release, notify relevant authorities in accordance with all applicable
regulations.

ROTECTIVEROTECTIVEROTECTIVEROTECTIVE MEASURESMEASURESMEASURESMEASURES
Avoid contact with spilled material. Dust Deposits should not be allowed to accumulate on surfaces, as these
may form an explosive mixture if they are released into the atmosphere in sufficient concentration. Avoid
dispersal of dust in the air (for example, clearing dust surfaces with compressed air). Prevent dust exposure to
ignition sources. For example, use non-sparking tools and prohibit smoking, flares, sparks or flames in
immediate area. See Section 5 for fire fighting information. See the Hazard Identification Section for
Significant Hazards. See Section 4 for First Aid Advice. See Section 8 for advice on the minimum
requirements for personal protective equipment. Additional protective measures may be necessary, depending
on the specific circumstances and/or the expert judgment of the emergency responders.

PILLPILLPILLPILL MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENTMANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT
andandandand Spill:Spill:Spill:Spill: Spilled pellets present a slipping hazard on hard surfaces. Prevent dust cloud. Small Dry Spills:
With clean shovel, place material into clean, dry container and cover loosely; move containers from spill area.

aterateraterater Spill:Spill:Spill:Spill: Stop leak if you can do so without risk. Confine the spill immediately with booms. Warn other
shipping. Skim from surface

Water spill and land spill recommendations are based on the most likely spill scenario for this material; however,
geographic conditions, wind, temperature, (and in the case of a water spill) wave and current direction and speed
may greatly influence the appropriate action to be taken. For this reason, local experts should be consulted.
Note: Local regulations may prescribe or limit action to be taken.

NVIRONMENTALNVIRONMENTALNVIRONMENTALNVIRONMENTAL PRECAUTIONSPRECAUTIONSPRECAUTIONSPRECAUTIONS
Prevent entry into waterways, sewers, basements or confined areas. For Large Spills: Cover spill with plastic
sheet or tarpaulin to minimise spreading.

ECTIONECTIONECTIONECTION ANDLINGANDLINGANDLINGANDLING ANDANDANDAND STORAGESTORAGESTORAGESTORAGE

ANDLINGANDLINGANDLINGANDLING
Minimize dust generation and accumulation. Routine housekeeping should be instituted to ensure that dusts do
not accumulate on surfaces. Dust from material can accumulate electrostatic charges due to friction from
transfer and mixing operations and cause an electrical spark (ignition source). Provide adequate precautions to
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ignition sources, such as electrical grounding and bonding, inert atmosphere or non-sparking tools. However,
bonding and grounds may not eliminate the hazard for static accumulation. Consult local applicable standards
for guidance. Refer to NFPA 654, Standard for the Prevention of Fire and Dust Explosions from the
Manufacturing, Processing, and Handling of Combustible Particulate Solids and EN 61241, Electrical Apparatus
for Use in the Presence of Combustible Dust for safe handling. Avoid elevated temperatures for prolonged
periods of time. Eliminate all ignition sources (no smoking, flares, sparks or flames in immediate area). Prevent
small spills and leakage to avoid slip hazard. DO NOT handle, store or open near an open flame, sources of
heat or sources of ignition. Protect material from direct sunlight. Care should be taken when storing and
handling this product. Apart from the specific nature of the polymer product, conditions such as humidity, sunlight
and temperature have an influence on the way the product behaves during storage and handling. Special
attention should be paid to avoid inappropriate stacking of palletised bags or other package units. Indeed,
polymer products may be dimensionally unstable under certain conditions. Avoid conditions generating heat
during transfer operations.

oading/Unloadingoading/Unloadingoading/Unloadingoading/Unloading Temperature:Temperature:Temperature:Temperature: [mbient]

ransportransportransportransport Temperature:Temperature:Temperature:Temperature: [mbient]
ransportransportransportransport Pressure:Pressure:Pressure:Pressure: [mbient]

tatictatictatictatic Accumulator:Accumulator:Accumulator:Accumulator: This material is a static accumulator.

TORAGETORAGETORAGETORAGE
The container choice, for example storage vessel, may effect static accumulation and dissipation. Store in a
cool, dry place with adequate ventilation. Keep away from incompatible materials, open flames and high
temperatures. Do not store in open or unlabelled containers.
toragetoragetoragetorage Temperature:Temperature:Temperature:Temperature: [mbient]
toragetoragetoragetorage Pressure:Pressure:Pressure:Pressure: [mbient]

uitableuitableuitableuitable Containers/Packing:Containers/Packing:Containers/Packing:Containers/Packing: ulk Containers; opper Cars; ags; oxes; rums; ctatainer; ilos
uitableuitableuitableuitable MaterialsMaterialsMaterialsMaterials andandandand CoatingsCoatingsCoatingsCoatings (Chemical(Chemical(Chemical(Chemical Compatibility):Compatibility):Compatibility):Compatibility): luminium; olyethylene Bags

ECTIONECTIONECTIONECTION XPOSUREXPOSUREXPOSUREXPOSURE CONTROLSCONTROLSCONTROLSCONTROLS //// PERSONALPERSONALPERSONALPERSONAL PROTECTIONPROTECTIONPROTECTIONPROTECTION

xposurexposurexposurexposure limits/standardslimits/standardslimits/standardslimits/standards forforforfor materialsmaterialsmaterialsmaterials thatthatthatthat cancancancan bebebebe formedformedformedformed whenwhenwhenwhen handlinghandlinghandlinghandling thisthisthisthis product:product:product:product: For dusty conditions,
ACGIH recommends for insoluble and poorly soluble particles not otherwise specified an 8-hour TWA of 10 mg/m3
(inhalable particles), 3 mg/m3 (respirable particles). Product may also contain varying levels of additives, such as slip
and antiblocking agents (talc or silica), antioxidants, stabilizers, and corrosion inhibitors. Certain grades may contain
cristobalite, a form of crystalline silica, as an additive that is encapsulated in the polymer. Inhaled crystalline silica in
an occupational environment is recognized as a known human carcinogen. However, the potential for release of silica to
the air when this polymer is handled has been assessed and the encapsulated silica within the polymer is not expected
to pose a health hazard when processed under normal conditions of use.

iologicaliologicaliologicaliological limitslimitslimitslimits

o biological limits allocated.

NOTE: Limits/standards shown for guidance only. Follow applicable regulations.
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NGINEERINGNGINEERINGNGINEERINGNGINEERING CONTROLSCONTROLSCONTROLSCONTROLS

The level of protection and types of controls necessary will vary depending upon potential exposure conditions.
Control measures to consider:

Adequate ventilation should be provided so that exposure limits are not exceeded. SPECIAL
PRECAUTIONS: Should significant vapours/fumes be generated during thermal processing of this
product, it is recommended that work stations be monitored for the presence of thermal degradation
by-products which may evolve at elevated temperatures (for example, oxygenated components).
Processors of this product should assure that adequate ventilation or other controls are used to control
exposure. It is recommended that the current ACGIH-TLVs for thermal degradation by-products be
observed. Contact your local sales representative for further information. It is recommended that all
dust control equipment such as local exhaust ventilation and material transport systems involved in
handling of this product are designed and maintained to minimize dust generation and accumulation.
Ensure that dust-handling systems (such as exhaust ducts, dusts collectors, vessels, and processing
equipment) are designed to minimize the potential for dust ignition and prevent explosion propagation.
For example, use explosion relief vents, an explosion suppression system or inert equipment internals.
Additional examples of proper equipment include using only appropriately classified electrical equipment
and powered industrial trucks.

ERSONALERSONALERSONALERSONAL PROTECTIONPROTECTIONPROTECTIONPROTECTION

Personal protective equipment selections vary based on potential exposure conditions such as applications,
handling practices, concentration and ventilation. Information on the selection of protective equipment for use
with this material, as provided below, is based upon intended, normal usage.

espiratoryespiratoryespiratoryespiratory Protection:Protection:Protection:Protection: If engineering controls do not maintain airborne contaminant concentrations at a level
which is adequate to protect worker health, an approved respirator may be appropriate. Respirator selection,
use, and maintenance must be in accordance with regulatory requirements, if applicable. Types of respirators
to be considered for this material include:

Particulate air-purifying respirator approved for dust or oil mist is recommended.

For high airborne concentrations, use an approved supplied-air respirator, operated in positive pressure mode.
Supplied air respirators with an escape bottle may be appropriate when oxygen levels are inadequate,
gas/vapour warning properties are poor, or if air purifying filter capacity/rating may be exceeded.

andandandand Protection:Protection:Protection:Protection: Any specific glove information provided is based on published literature and glove
manufacturer data. Glove suitability and breakthrough time will differ depending on the specific use conditions.
Contact the glove manufacturer for specific advice on glove selection and breakthrough times for your use
conditions. Inspect and replace worn or damaged gloves. The types of gloves to be considered for this material
include:

If product is hot, thermally protective, chemical resistant gloves are recommended. If contact with
forearms is likely, wear gauntlet style gloves.

yeyeyeye Protection:Protection:Protection:Protection: If contact is likely, safety glasses with side shields are recommended.

kinkinkinkin andandandand BodyBodyBodyBody Protection:Protection:Protection:Protection: Any specific clothing information provided is based on published literature or
manufacturer data. The types of clothing to be considered for this material include:

If product is hot, thermally protective, chemical resistant apron and long sleeves are recommended.

pecificpecificpecificpecific HygieneHygieneHygieneHygiene Measures:Measures:Measures:Measures: Always observe good personal hygiene measures, such as washing after
handling the material and before eating, drinking, and/or smoking. Routinely wash work clothing and protective
equipment to remove contaminants. Discard contaminated clothing and footwear that cannot be cleaned.
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Practice good housekeeping.

NVIRONMENTALNVIRONMENTALNVIRONMENTALNVIRONMENTAL CONTROLSCONTROLSCONTROLSCONTROLS
omply with applicable environmental regulations limiting discharge to air, water and
soil. Protect the environment by applying appropriate control measures to prevent or limit
emissions.

ECTIONECTIONECTIONECTION HYSICALHYSICALHYSICALHYSICAL ANDANDANDAND CHEMICALCHEMICALCHEMICALCHEMICAL PROPERTIESPROPERTIESPROPERTIESPROPERTIES
;;;Normal;[Normal];DATA VALUE Logo__1__Graphic NOT FOUND
Note:Note:Note:Note: PhysicalPhysicalPhysicalPhysical andandandand chemicalchemicalchemicalchemical propertiespropertiespropertiesproperties areareareare providedprovidedprovidedprovided forforforfor safety,safety,safety,safety, healthhealthhealthhealth andandandand environmentalenvironmentalenvironmentalenvironmental considerationsconsiderationsconsiderationsconsiderations onlyonlyonlyonly
andandandand maymaymaymay notnotnotnot fullyfullyfullyfully representrepresentrepresentrepresent productproductproductproduct specifications.specifications.specifications.specifications. ContactContactContactContact thethethethe SupplierSupplierSupplierSupplier forforforfor additionaladditionaladditionaladditional information.information.information.information.

ENERALENERALENERALENERAL INFORMATIONINFORMATIONINFORMATIONINFORMATION
hysicalhysicalhysicalhysical State:State:State:State: olid
orm:orm:orm:orm: ellet, ranule, owder
olour:olour:olour:olour: lear to Opaque, White to Off-White
dour:dour:dour:dour: one to Mild
dourdourdourdour Threshold:Threshold:Threshold:Threshold: /A

MPORTANTMPORTANTMPORTANTMPORTANT HEALTH,HEALTH,HEALTH,HEALTH, SAFETY,SAFETY,SAFETY,SAFETY, ANDANDANDAND ENVIRONMENTALENVIRONMENTALENVIRONMENTALENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATIONINFORMATIONINFORMATIONINFORMATION
elativeelativeelativeelative DensityDensityDensityDensity (t(t(t(t 15151515 C):C):C):C): 0.9 - 0.95
ulkulkulkulk Density:Density:Density:Density: 0.4 /cc t 20 °C - 1 /cc t 20 °C
lammabilitylammabilitylammabilitylammability (Solid,(Solid,(Solid,(Solid, Gas):Gas):Gas):Gas): /A
lashlashlashlash PointPointPointPoint [ethod]:[ethod]:[ethod]:[ethod]: /A
lammablelammablelammablelammable LimitsLimitsLimitsLimits (pproximate(pproximate(pproximate(pproximate volumevolumevolumevolume %%%% inininin air):air):air):air): EL: /D EL: /D
utoignitionutoignitionutoignitionutoignition Temperature:Temperature:Temperature:Temperature: /A
oilingoilingoilingoiling PointPointPointPoint //// ange:ange:ange:ange: /A
ecompositionecompositionecompositionecomposition Temperature:Temperature:Temperature:Temperature: /D
apourapourapourapour DensityDensityDensityDensity (Air(Air(Air(Air ==== 1):1):1):1): /A
apourapourapourapour Pressure:Pressure:Pressure:Pressure: /A
vaporationvaporationvaporationvaporation RateRateRateRate (-butyl(-butyl(-butyl(-butyl acetateacetateacetateacetate ==== 1):1):1):1): /A
H:H:H:H: /A
ogogogog PowPowPowPow (n-Octanol/Water(n-Octanol/Water(n-Octanol/Water(n-Octanol/Water PartitionPartitionPartitionPartition Coefficient):Coefficient):Coefficient):Coefficient): /A
olubilityolubilityolubilityolubility inininin Water:Water:Water:Water: Negligible
iscosity:iscosity:iscosity:iscosity: /A
xidizingxidizingxidizingxidizing Properties:Properties:Properties:Properties: ee Hazards Identification Section.

THERTHERTHERTHER INFORMATIONINFORMATIONINFORMATIONINFORMATION
reezingreezingreezingreezing Point:Point:Point:Point: /D
eltingeltingeltingelting Point:Point:Point:Point: 115C (239F) - 130C (266F)
olecularolecularolecularolecular Weight:Weight:Weight:Weight: > 25000
ygroscopic:ygroscopic:ygroscopic:ygroscopic: No

ECTIONECTIONECTIONECTION 0000 TABILITYTABILITYTABILITYTABILITY ANDANDANDAND REACTIVITYREACTIVITYREACTIVITYREACTIVITY

TABILITY:TABILITY:TABILITY:TABILITY: Material is stable under normal conditions.

ONDITIONSONDITIONSONDITIONSONDITIONS TOTOTOTO AVOID:AVOID:AVOID:AVOID: Avoid elevated temperatures for prolonged periods of time.
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ATERIALSATERIALSATERIALSATERIALS TOTOTOTO AVOID:AVOID:AVOID:AVOID: trong oxidisers

AZARDOUSAZARDOUSAZARDOUSAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITIONDECOMPOSITIONDECOMPOSITIONDECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS:PRODUCTS:PRODUCTS:PRODUCTS: Material does not decompose at ambient temperatures.

OSSIBILITYOSSIBILITYOSSIBILITYOSSIBILITY OFOFOFOF HAZARDOUSHAZARDOUSHAZARDOUSHAZARDOUS REACTIONS:REACTIONS:REACTIONS:REACTIONS: Hazardous polymerization will not occur.

ECTIONECTIONECTIONECTION 1111 OXICOLOGICALOXICOLOGICALOXICOLOGICALOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATIONINFORMATIONINFORMATIONINFORMATION

CUTECUTECUTECUTE TOXICITYTOXICITYTOXICITYTOXICITY

outeouteouteoute ofofofof ExposureExposureExposureExposure onclusiononclusiononclusiononclusion //// RemarksRemarksRemarksRemarks
nhalationnhalationnhalationnhalation

oxicity: ata available. Minimally Toxic. ased on chemical structure (polymers).
rritation: ata available. Negligible hazard at ambient/normal handling temperatures. ased

on chemical structure (polymers).

ngestionngestionngestionngestion
oxicity: ata available. Minimally Toxic. ased on chemical structure (polymers).

kinkinkinkin
oxicity: ata available. Minimally Toxic. ased on chemical structure (polymers).
rritation: ata available. Negligible irritation to skin at ambient temperatures. ased on

chemical structure (polymers).

yeyeyeye
rritation: ata available. May cause mild, short-lasting discomfort to eyes. ased on chemical

structure (polymers).

THERTHERTHERTHER HEALTHHEALTHHEALTHHEALTH EFFECTSEFFECTSEFFECTSEFFECTS FROMFROMFROMFROM SHORTSHORTSHORTSHORT ANDANDANDAND LONGLONGLONGLONG TERMTERMTERMTERM EXPOSUREEXPOSUREEXPOSUREEXPOSURE
Anticipated health effects from sub-chronic, chronic, respiratory or skin sensitization, mutagenicity, reproductive toxicity,
carcinogenicity, target organ toxicity (single exposure or repeated exposure), aspiration toxicity and other effects based
on human experience and/or experimental data.

orororor thethethethe productproductproductproduct itself:itself:itself:itself:
ust may be irritating to the eyes and respiratory tract.

Elevated temperatures or mechanical action may form vapours, mists or fumes which may be irritating to the
eyes and respiratory tract.
ontains:ontains:ontains:ontains:
Additives that are encapsulated in the polymer. Under the normal conditions for processing and use of this
polymer the encapsulated additives are not expected to pose any health hazard. However, grinding of the
polymer is not recommended without the use of appropriate measures to control exposure (see Section 8 -
Engineering Controls).

Additional information is available by request.

ARCARCARCARC Classification:Classification:Classification:Classification:
hehehehe followingfollowingfollowingfollowing ingredientsingredientsingredientsingredients areareareare citedcitedcitedcited onononon thethethethe listslistslistslists below:below:below:below: None.

--EGULATORY LISTS SEARCHED--
1 = ARC 1 2 = ARC 2A 3 = ARC 2B
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ECTIONECTIONECTIONECTION 2222 COLOGICALCOLOGICALCOLOGICALCOLOGICAL INFORMATIONINFORMATIONINFORMATIONINFORMATION

;;;Normal;[Normal];DATA VALUE Logo__1__Graphic NOT FOUNDThe information given is based on data available
for the material, the components of the material, and similar materials.

COTOXICITYCOTOXICITYCOTOXICITYCOTOXICITY
aterial -- Not expected to be harmful to aquatic organisms.
aterial -- Not expected to be harmful to terrestrial organisms.

OBILITYOBILITYOBILITYOBILITY
aterial -- Low solubility and floats and is expected to migrate from water to the land. Expected to partition

to sediment and wastewater solids.

ERSISTENCEERSISTENCEERSISTENCEERSISTENCE ANDANDANDAND DEGRADABILITYDEGRADABILITYDEGRADABILITYDEGRADABILITY
iodegradation:iodegradation:iodegradation:iodegradation:

aterial -- Expected to be persistent.
ydrolysis:ydrolysis:ydrolysis:ydrolysis:

aterial -- Transformation due to hydrolysis not expected to be significant.
hotolysis:hotolysis:hotolysis:hotolysis:

aterial -- Transformation due to photolysis not expected to be significant.
tmospherictmospherictmospherictmospheric Oxidation:Oxidation:Oxidation:Oxidation:

aterial -- Transformation due to atmospheric oxidation not expected to be significant.

IOACCUMULATIONIOACCUMULATIONIOACCUMULATIONIOACCUMULATION POTENTIALPOTENTIALPOTENTIALPOTENTIAL
aterial -- Potential to bioaccumulate is low.

ECTIONECTIONECTIONECTION 3333 ISPOSALISPOSALISPOSALISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONSCONSIDERATIONSCONSIDERATIONSCONSIDERATIONS

ISPOSALISPOSALISPOSALISPOSAL METHODSMETHODSMETHODSMETHODS

Disposal recommendations based on material as supplied. Disposal must be in accordance with current applicable
laws and regulations, and material characteristics at time of disposal.

ISPOSALISPOSALISPOSALISPOSAL RECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONS
Suitable routes of disposal are supervised incineration, preferentially with energy recovery, or appropriate
recycling methods in accordance with applicable regulations and material characteristics at the time of disposal.

ECTIONECTIONECTIONECTION 4444 RANSPORTRANSPORTRANSPORTRANSPORT INFORMATIONINFORMATIONINFORMATIONINFORMATION

ANDANDANDAND (ADR/RID)(ADR/RID)(ADR/RID)(ADR/RID) : ot Regulated for Land Transport
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EAEAEAEA (IMDG):(IMDG):(IMDG):(IMDG): ot Regulated for Sea Transport according to IMDG-Code

arinearinearinearine Pollutant:Pollutant:Pollutant:Pollutant: o

;;;;;;;;;;;;Normal;Normal;Normal;Normal;[Normal];[Normal];[Normal];[Normal];DATADATADATADATA VALUEVALUEVALUEVALUE Logo__1__GraphicLogo__1__GraphicLogo__1__GraphicLogo__1__Graphic NOTNOTNOTNOT FOUNDFOUNDFOUNDFOUND

IRIRIRIR (IATA):(IATA):(IATA):(IATA): ot Regulated for Air Transport

ECTIONECTIONECTIONECTION 5555 EGULATORYEGULATORYEGULATORYEGULATORY INFORMATIONINFORMATIONINFORMATIONINFORMATION
MaterialMaterialMaterialMaterial isisisis notnotnotnot hazardoushazardoushazardoushazardous asasasas defineddefineddefineddefined bybybyby thethethethe EUEUEUEU DangerousDangerousDangerousDangerous Substances/PreparationsSubstances/PreparationsSubstances/PreparationsSubstances/Preparations Directives.Directives.Directives.Directives.

UUUU LABELING:LABELING:LABELING:LABELING: otototot regulatedregulatedregulatedregulated accordingaccordingaccordingaccording totototo ECECECEC DirectivesDirectivesDirectivesDirectives

.

.

EGULATORYEGULATORYEGULATORYEGULATORY STATUSSTATUSSTATUSSTATUS ANDANDANDAND APPLICABLEAPPLICABLEAPPLICABLEAPPLICABLE LAWSLAWSLAWSLAWS ANDANDANDAND REGULATIONSREGULATIONSREGULATIONSREGULATIONS

ompliesompliesompliesomplies withwithwithwith thethethethe followingfollowingfollowingfollowing national/regionalnational/regionalnational/regionalnational/regional chemicalchemicalchemicalchemical inventoryinventoryinventoryinventory requirements:requirements:requirements:requirements: TSCA

Contact Sales / Marketing group for complete chemical inventory listing applicable to product.

ECTIONECTIONECTIONECTION 6666 THERTHERTHERTHER INFORMATIONINFORMATIONINFORMATIONINFORMATION

/D/D/D/D ==== NotNotNotNot determined,determined,determined,determined, N/AN/AN/AN/A ==== NotNotNotNot applicableapplicableapplicableapplicable

HISHISHISHIS SAFETYSAFETYSAFETYSAFETY DATADATADATADATA SHEETSHEETSHEETSHEET CONTAINSCONTAINSCONTAINSCONTAINS THETHETHETHE FOLLOWINGFOLLOWINGFOLLOWINGFOLLOWING REVISIONS:REVISIONS:REVISIONS:REVISIONS:
evision Changes:
ection 04: First Aid Inhalation as modified.
ection 05: Fire Fighting Measures - Unusual Fire Hazards as modified.
ection 06: Protective Measures as modified.
ection 07: Handling and Storage - Handling as modified.
ection 11: Dermal Lethality Test Comment as modified.
ection 11: Oral Lethality Test Comment as modified.
ection 11: Inhalation Lethality Test Comment as modified.
ection 11: Dermal Irritation Test Comment as modified.
ection 11: Eye Irritation Test Comment as modified.
ection 06: Accidental Release - Spill Management - Land as modified.
ection 08: Respiratory Protection as modified.
ection 08: Environmental Control as modified.
ection 11: Inhalation Lethality Test Comment as modified.
ection 16: Materials Covered as modified.
omposition: Defined as statement (GHS) as modified.
ection 11: Chronic Tox - Component - Header as modified.



roduct Name: LINEAR LOW DENSITY POLYETHYLENE - rades designated by LL or LLP prefix
evision Date: 5 Feb 2012
age 10 f10

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
ection 11: Chronic Tox - Component as added.
ection 16: Revision Information - Implementation of GHS requirements phrase. as deleted.
evision Date: 5 Feb 2012

HISHISHISHIS SDSSDSSDSSDS COVERSCOVERSCOVERSCOVERS THETHETHETHE FOLLOWINGFOLLOWINGFOLLOWINGFOLLOWING MATERIALS:MATERIALS:MATERIALS:MATERIALS: inear Low Density PE grades for which the grade name consists
of a base polymer designated by a LL or LLP prefix followed by a suffix referring to an additive package. Applicable
designations follow. | ase polymers : | L 1000S | L 1001 | L 1002 | L 1004 | L 1015 | L 1201 | L
1433 | L 3000S | L 3001 | L 3002 | L 3003 | L 3201 | L 3402 | L 3404 | L 4004 | L 5002 |
L 5100 | L 5252 | L 60 | L 6100 | L 6101 | L 6201 | L 6202 | L 6235 | L 6301 | L 6407 | L
8360 | L 8446 | L 8450 | L 8460 | L 8501 | L 8555 | LP 8360 | LP 8450 | LP 8460 | LP 8470
| LP 8555 | ossible additive packages : | 9 | 7 | 9 | 1 | 4 | 5 | 8 | 9 | 2 | 8 | 9 | 8
| 7 | 0 | 2 | L | I | W | Q | 29 | 31 | 59 | 72 | 74 | 75 | 76 | R | V | B |
B | Z
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The information and recommendations contained herein are, to the best of ExxonMobil's knowledge and belief,
accurate and reliable as of the date issued. You can contact ExxonMobil to insure that this document is the most
current available from ExxonMobil. The information and recommendations are offered for the user's consideration and
examination. It is the user's responsibility to satisfy itself that the product is suitable for the intended use. If buyer
repackages this product, it is the user's responsibility to insure proper health, safety and other necessary information is
included with and/or on the container. Appropriate warnings and safe-handling procedures should be provided to
handlers and users. Alteration of this document is strictly prohibited. Except to the extent required by law,
re-publication or retransmission of this document, in whole or in part, is not permitted. The term, "ExxonMobil" is used
for convenience, and may include any one or more of ExxonMobil Chemical Company, Exxon Mobil Corporation, or any
affiliates in which they directly of indirectly hold any interest.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DGN: 4406375KAP (1010937)
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